Ready to rock the ﬁrst stop!
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FISE European Series
Riders went big in the Comunidad
de Madrid to wrap the ﬁnals' day!
MAY 3rd, 4th, 5th
Huge transfers, massive slams and many
surprises, riders went big this weekend to wave
the Comunidad de Madrid crowd. More than 25
000 spectators gathered at the WizinK Center to
enjoy the BMX Freestyle Park and Skateboard
contests.
To complete the program, many activities were set
up in front of the stadium. The BMX Flatland and
Skateboard initiations were challenging the most
curious, and street art artists of Art & FISE were
performing live. Today's ﬁnals were set up to be
huge.
In Skateboard Street the whole ﬁnal was a super
exciting one, with a lot of bangers. Mathias Del
Ollio (watch his run) was the most technical guy
on the ﬁnal, and he landed so many huge tricks.
He even dropped one of the best trick of the
weekend, an insane backside to 270 frontslide
lipslide to 270 out. Without the small slam at the
end of his run, he would have probably scored
bigger. Danny Leon (watch his run) took the
second spot, with a super fast riding style where
he goes everywhere on the park. After a
stratospheric transfer, his second trick was a
gnarly gap to smith back to the quarter pipe that
he landed ﬁrst try. Vincent Milou (watch his run)
took the win by what a contest needs: good pop,
super smooth style, and fresh lines using all the
parks. His ﬁrst run was a perfect one : that’s it,
that’s all.

FULL SKATEBOARD RECAP HERE

For BMX Freestyle Park, The lesson of the day
would be that nothing is played in advance. And
as it says, it’s not because you were the 12th at
yesterday semi-ﬁnal that you can’t win. And
everybody knows how hard it is to keep the ﬁrst
place all the contest long. Today Kenneth Tencio
(watch his run) proved that he is one of the guys
able to do it, within a super powerful run. He
knows how to start a contest properly by ﬂair
dropping from the highest wall. Daniel Dhers
(watch his run), after a crash in the ﬁrst run,
ﬁnally made it to the second place. He is the
oldest competitor and the experienced paid off,
indeed, he knows how to focus and to take it
seriously. He rode within his own style, with many
spins, whips, ﬂips and opposite, all wrapped with
his signature front ﬂip over the spine on the
buzzer. Nick Bruce (watch his run) comes third
with a great package of amplitude, smooth style,
enhanced by a classic but very well executed 270
invert - efﬁcient.

FULL BMX RECAP HERE

Grab all the weekend action in the newsroom, and
stay tuned for what's next!

MORE INFOS & CONTENT

EVERYTHING YOU NEED

WHAT'S NEXT

After this wicked ﬁrst event, the tour will go in
Châteauroux on July 19, 20 and 21. Can't wait for

the next FISE European Series stop? Make sure
to join us in two weeks in Canet-en-Roussillon
(May 18-19), before the big party in Montpellier for
the next FISE World Series stop! Stocked by this
schedule? Feel free to contact us to get some help
with your projects!

PRACTICAL INFO

Follow on Social Media
@FISEeuropeanseries
#FISEeuropeanseries #FISEmadrid
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